Zurich Zoo (Zooh!) opens new grande Asiatic Lion Enclosure
As of March 29, 2007 lions of Zurich
Zoo have been able to discover
their new outdoor enclosure.

from the Zurich Zoo English press release

The new lion enclosure is an
attractive habitat for the lions as
well as being an interesting
possibility for visitors to observe the
animals and learn about its
significance in Asian and African and
world culture. The Indian lion lives
in wooded areas as opposed to its
jungley African cousin. Zurich Zoo
has created different substrates
such as earth, sand, pebbles, rocks,
and foliage as well as the forest-like
trees and shrubs to be discovered
and used by the animals.
Lions like to lie around a lot and
certainly much lying spaces at
different heights and for different
weather conditions are integrated
into the new enclosure. Seperation
of the animals, as and when
required can be done in the back of
the enclosure which is not directly
visible to visitors. All sections of the
new enclosure are connected so that
all animal husbandry functions can
be done effectively and efficiently.
There is even a complex feeding
system to challenge the lions in their
hunt for prey. This involves irregular
feeding hours, feed placed in boxes
that can only be accessed at certain
times, feed strung from trees,
hidden feed portions as well as
alternating large and small rations
are all part of this system.
Moreover, new stimuli will be placed
in the enclosure continuously, i.e. in
form of the scents of other animals
(e.g. excrements, branches from
other enclosures), herbs, spices,
and essences (e.g. perfumes, pines
treated with essential oils) or the
traces of large chunks of feed that
were dragged into the enclosure.
All of these simple devices will keep
the lions alert and flexible as zoo
animals often become dull for lack
of stimulation.
Information Center
A beautifully designed, researched
and illustrated information centre on
the history of the species is adjacent
to the new lion enclosure at Zurich
Zoo. Visitors will appreciate this 120
m2 large information center. An
exhibition of Man and Lion Relationship of Fear and Admiration
illustrates the interaction and
emotional bond between lions and
human beings  mans veneration
of the lion, contempt for it and the

threat of its extinction. The
exhibition is largely focused on
replica of 30,000-year old objects
created by the cave dwellers of
Hohlenstein-Stadel in what is now
Europe, the original gold ring of an
Ashanti King from Ghana in Africa,
and a model landscape of the Gir
Forest in India.
A gala opening was conducted on 28
March 2007 with a noon event for
the press and an evening official
opening for Zurich Zoo supporters
and friends as well as interested
citizenry. Earlier in the day the
Zurich Zoo had organised a small
but fascinating seminar for its staff

and significant persons from the
past, present, future for Asiatic lion.
A highlight of these events was that
Sri P. P. Raval, former Superintendent of Sakkarbaugh Zoo and
DFO, Gir through several postings
was publically honoured by a tribute
describing his work and nature
during the seminar and also during
the gala opening for the public. The
work of Raval was highlighted in the
press as well. Also Director of
Zurich Zoo presented a plaque of
appreciation to the people and
government of Gujarat. More on
the seminar and on Raval in
subsequent issues.
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